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What we 
learned 
about 
eligibility #1:

It increases 
demand

“Come back when 
you’re worse…”

75% of highest 
consumers had 
previously been 
screened out



What we learned about eligibility #2:

Applying eligibility criteria does not come for free

Checking 
outweighed doing 
2:1



What we 
learned about 
eligibility #3:

Assessments 
don’t work (for 
people or 
organisations)

How much of 
what we do can 
we do to you?

Assess – do –
refer – assess –
do – refer –
assess – do –
refer…



What we 
learned 
when we 
tried to turn 
eligibility off 
#1:

Bespoke by 
default works

Understanding 
nuance unlocks 
abundance



What we 
learned 
when we 
tried to turn 
eligibility off 
#2:

The system 
fights back…

- Professionism
- Boundaries
- Inspectorates
- Culture
- ‘Efficiency’



So how do we 
create a system 
which makes 
turning off 
eligibility criteria 
even possible?

(We can’t just turn them 
off…)

We work on the 
points of leverage 
that help us to help 
people thrive…



Known end point

Unknown end point

Indirect Direct

Project

Prototype

Training

Enquiry

Specific, place based 
prototypes

Developing progressive 
relationships with 
regulators

Sensible, ethical 
prescience – data as a 
signal

Understanding and 
developing community 
power

Leadership development 
– control, non-linear 
world, trauma informed 
practice

Commissioning for 
complexity

Building online capability 
– services and citizens

‘Core curriculum’ –
employee skills and 
ethos

Reframing the financial 
context of prevention 
and holistic working

Prevention through 
support – building 
bespoke caseworker 
capacity in communities

Homelessness reform

- Prototype around 
method

- Enquiry around 
prevention/eradication

Creating capacity for 
change across all PoL
across the macro system
(Devolution 2.0?)



Everyone is 
eligible to 
be 
understood


